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Miners give ...
We give to
make the world
a better place.

“ We have been stuck on I-44 for several hours.

These kind Samaritans (college students from
Rolla) are passing out hot chocolate along the
highway. They made our night! ”

Doughnuts bring out the
cash and the caring. Student
ambassadors sold 330 boxes
of the sweets, raising
enough money to send
a fellow student home
to see his family.

We give because
we’re grateful.

We give
because
it makes us
stronger.

Your tax-deductible gift will help the
Miner Alumni Association continue its
legacy of preparing students to meet
the challenges of tomorrow.

We give

BECAUSE WE’RE MINERS
Make your gift at mineralumni.com/give.
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{ MARY HELEN STOLTZ } FROM THE EDITOR

EDITOR’S
TOP FIVE
PICKS

Dear Alumni and Friends,
Miner alumni are an inventive bunch.
From everyday innovations —
toothbrushes and vacuum cleaners,
driving machines and washing
machines — to industrial, medical and
digital advances, to the unusual and
unheralded, Missouri S&T graduates
have put their brains to work to make
things better.
Missouri S&T Magazine staff wondered
just how many inventions could claim
roots in Rolla, so we asked our readers
to share their stories. The response
was overwhelming.
Over 160 of you wrote in with details
about your inventions. Many of you listed
patent numbers associated with those
inventions. Some of you hold one or two
patents, while others have hundreds to
their credit.

We asked Jeff Schramm, Hist’92,
what to make of all this inventiveness.
Schramm is an associate professor of
history and political science at
Missouri S&T. He specializes in the history
of technology. Schramm says it boils down
to concentration.
“Our students are more focused
than many,” he says. “This focus often
translates into an innovative spirit.”
That innovative spirit is the subject of
this issue’s feature section. Read on to find
out what everyday items — and obscure
technological gadgets — our Miners
have created.

Mary Helen Stoltz
Engl’95
news & features editor

1}
2}
3}
4}
5}

Missouri S&T turns 150 in 2020,
and historian Larry Gragg is
chronicling university history in
a keepsake book. Read more on
page 19.
Paul Friz, MS AE’14, channeled a
love for outer space into a NASA
internship. Now he’s pursuing a
Ph.D. from Missouri S&T. His story
is on page 21.
An S&T geological engineer is
looking for interstellar water by
baking asteroids. Her work could
lead to commercial space travel.
See more on page 11.
Do you know the connection
shared by Miner alumni, Chatty
Cathy, parachutes and vacuum
cleaners? Read the feature section
starting on page 24 to find out.
Homecoming 2015 was an oldfashioned fall festival on campus.
If you didn’t make it back, you
can check out scenes from the
festivities on page 16.

CORRECTION
The obituary for Won C. Park, MS GGph’62, which appeared in the Summer 2015 issue,
included the wrong photograph. The obituary with the correct photo appears on page 44
of this issue. We regret the error.
FALL/WINTER 2015 MISSOURI S&T MAGAZINE
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IN YOUR WORDS { Q & A }

Q
What was
your favorite
food during
college?
Before the days of university food service,
many Miner alumni ate their meals at
eating clubs. Later, campus cafeterias
provided the three squares a Miner
needed. For some students, a landlady
or fraternity or sorority cook served the
meals. Others had a favorite restaurant.
We asked about your favorite food during
college. Here is what you told us.

Watch for the next
question in your Miner
Alumni Association
eNewsletter.

4

A

“Rayl Cafeteria chili (1980–84). The food
service at that time would throw all the leftover
legumes they had, including lima beans, into a
pot of tomato, grease and microscopic meat. A
real gastrointestinal delight!”

“One of my favorite food experiences was
being a part of the ‘meal plan’ at a small
Asian restaurant called East Meets West. The
woman who ran the place went out of her
way to ‘educate’ me on the new types of food
I was eating. The meal plan consisted of 20
meals for $40, and that was certainly within my
budget. Four or five years after I graduated, I
was back in Rolla recruiting for my company. I
stopped in to eat one afternoon, and not only
did she remember me, she pulled out my fiveyear-old meal card that still had a couple meals
remaining. She insisted that I not pay for my
meal since I had already paid for the plan. Wow.
Would you ever find a place or service like that
today? Very fond memories for me.”

John LaBerg, CE’84
Schaumburg, Ill.

John LeaRussa, ME’88
Houston, Texas

“Back in the late ’50s, my wife worked at dear
old Rolla Drug. I spent many evenings in the
back booth. As a scientist, I had to experiment
with all of the ice creams and flavorings to
concoct the ideal milkshake. The hands-down
winner was a pineapple shake made with black
walnut ice cream. I paid a big price in poundage
gained, but science was served.”
Chas Dohogne, MetE’61
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
“I never liked liver and onions as a kid. But
Lambda Chi Alpha’s long-time cook Myrtle
Mae Marlow made liver and onions. Since I was
away from home, I had to try to eat whatever
was served. Much to my surprise I loved Mrs.
Marlow’s liver and onions. I have been eating
liver and onions ever since.”
Pete Legsdin, Econ’70
Springfield, Mo.

Editor’s note: The owner of East Meets West
was the late Meiko Tyler, the wife of John Tyler,
research engineer in Missouri S&T’s Rock
Mechanics and Explosives Research Center and
longtime Solar Car Team advisor. See page 46
for Ms. Tyler’s obituary.
“I was at Rolla when Alex’s Pizza opened, and
it still is one of the best pizzas I have ever had.
It tasted best after a long and difficult EE exam.
I was a member of Shamrock Club, board bill
was $1 a day. We got steak once in a while,
which was great. We ate on picnic tables across
from the theater on Pine. I remember eating
breakfast and reading the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat. I also liked the A&W Root Beer
stand; they had a great chili dog. Life was a lot
simpler back then.”
Robert Heider, EE’66
St. Louis

Email your answers to alumni@mst.edu or respond via Facebook or Twitter.
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{ SOCIAL } IN YOUR WORDS

@kwlynn
Kent Lynn, CE’85, Washington, D.C.

@MissouriSandT cited on the front page
of today’s @washingtonpost for requiring
freshman to live on campus. Good!

@marawilliamskc
Mara Rose Williams, Kansas City Star

Longtime collaboration between
@MissouriSandT and
@HoneywellNow is a go.

MissouriSandT

MissouriSandT

@geniuskmo
Keith Mosby, CSci’03, St. Louis

I remember making an alarm clock
for my Computer Engineering lab at
@MissouriSandT. #IStandWithAhmed

Zorb Soccer at The Puck all afternoon!
#zorb #soccer #rolla #missourisandt

Students speak with employers at the
Career Fair today in the Multi-Purpose
Building. #missourisandt #careerfair

@fredstone
Fred Stone, MetE’07
Engineer II, Missouri S&T facilities operations

MissouriSandT

So proud of @MissouriSandT’s solar
house design team! What incredible
effort and creativity to get to this point.

Ever seen a dinosaur ride a bike?
Well now you have, thanks to our
#SigEp chapter.

sandtminervb
Missouri S&T Miner Volleyball

THANK YOU so much to all the OUTSTANDING fans
who came out last night in their pink (shirts & body
paint) to support #MinerVB to victory over a great
Truman team and the fight against breast cancer!
The energy in the gym was AMAZING!! THANK
YOU! #PinkOutNight #FightBreastCancer #GoMiners
#MinerPride #GLVCvb

schneiderelectric
Schneider Electric

Your Nest Home is very
interesting and homey. Great
design Missouri University of
Science & Technology #nesthome
#RiseWithUs #missouriuniversity
#missourisolarhouse #science
#technology #SchneiderElectric
#sd2015 #SolarHouse #SolarDecathlon

Join your alma mater online at news.mst.edu/social.

Twitter

Facebook

YouTube

Flickr

Instagram

Storify

Delicious

Vine

Subscribe

LinkedIn
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AROUND THE PUCK { NEWS & RESEARCH }

DAVE BAYLESS:

THE POWER
OF LEADERSHIP
Dave Bayless of Ohio University is the son of Jerry Bayless, CE’59, MS CE’62, an associate professor of civil, architectural and environmental engineering, who
has been a member of the Missouri S&T faculty since 1959. Photo by Ben Siegel/Ohio University.

The oil crisis of the 1970s ignited Dave Bayless’s passion for energy. A few years at the Naval Power
School in the late 1980s opened up an interest in teaching. And multiple entrepreneurial experiences
fueled a new cause — integrating leadership education into engineering education.

A

fellow of the National Academy
of Inventors, Bayless, ME’87,
credits Virgil Flanigan, ME’60,
MS ME’62, PhD ME’68, professor
emeritus of mechanical and aerospace
engineering at Missouri S&T, and his
advisors at the University of Illinois, the
late Jim Peters and Richard Buckius, with
sparking his interest in research.
“I realized you can teach and do really
cool things, and it reinforced that I wanted
to be a professor,” he says. “It’s not for
everybody, but I just have a blast. Where
else can you basically do what you want
to do all the time and be around young
people who are eager to learn and want to
solve problems?”
Bayless currently directs the Robe
Leadership Institute at Ohio University,
where he also serves as the Loehr

6

Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
director of the Ohio Coal Research Center.
“The institute helps engineers develop
their leadership skills,” he says. “No
matter how brilliant an idea is, it takes
a champion to fight the fight. Most
engineers coming out of school don’t
have that.”
Nearly four years ago, Bayless and
another member of the American Society
for Engineering Education (ASEE) started
a new leadership division within the
organization. Today, the group has more
than 700 members.
“It’s really developed a life of its own,”
he says. “It’s not a fad. It’s something that
engineers need to learn. In 20 years, it will
be like calculus. At least that’s my vision.”
Bayless says his career success reflects
an ability to both solve technical problems

and convince others to implement
his solutions.
“It’s really strange from my perspective
because I’m not a creative person,” he
says. “I don’t have great musical ability or
grand visions. However, I can apply basic
engineering skills and problem-solving to
things that have a commercial value —
there’s never a lack of problems in the
energy field.”
Responsible for more than $18 million
in externally funded research, Bayless
holds five U.S. and 25 international
patents, with 13 applications pending, and
has authored more than 60 peer-reviewed
publications. He is co-founder and
president of ECO2Capture Inc., an Athens,
Ohio, start-up company that patented
technology to capture carbon dioxide for
use in algae commercialization. 
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{ NEWS & RESEARCH } AROUND THE PUCK

SCHRENK HALL
FACELIFT
Schrenk Hall’s 83,000-square-foot west
wing will get a much-needed facelift
next fall thanks to $12 million
in state capital improvement
funding. Missouri Gov. Jay Nixon signed
the bill in June.
The University of Missouri System
and Missouri S&T will contribute
approximately $6 million toward the
project. Final renovation plans were
approved by the UM System Board of
Curators in October. Construction is
expected to begin in September 2016
and be completed by December 2017.

MEM’S THE WORD
Missouri S&T is the only university in America to offer mechanical
earth modeling (MEM) as part of the undergraduate petroleum
engineering curriculum. Now with a $225,000 gift from Chevron
through its University Partnership Program, S&T is one step closer to
establishing a MEM Center of Excellence to build the program.
“One of the strengths of our program is
to include mechanical earth modeling
into the undergraduate environment,”
says Andreas Eckert (above), an
assistant professor of geosciences and
geological and petroleum engineering
at Missouri S&T. Eckert teaches
undergraduate courses in Finite Element
Analysis and MEM.
The petroleum industry has extensively
used mechanical earth modeling in the
last 15 years, but there’s a gap between
the industry and academia, Eckert says.
Eckert also teaches the graduate
course Advanced Mechanical Earth
Modeling 1, in which students compile
and analyze numerical MEM data, using
a variety of approaches to reach the same

goal. They use seismic (fault) analysis;
geological maps; well logging; and lab rock
mechanics to test rock strength.
When all the data is gathered, they
analyze it and produce 3-D earth models
and numerical models that quantify
subsurface stress environments of
geologic structures. This knowledge can
help predict where a well can be drilled
safely or to assess risk of fracturing
reactivation — that is, inducing an
earthquake on a fault by changing the
subsurface pore pressure — when fluids
are injected or withdrawn.
“As a result, our students are well
prepared for tasks such as hydrologic
fracturing,” Eckert says.

BERTELSMEYER
HALL EARNS
LEED SILVER
CERTIFICATION
James E. Bertelsmeyer Hall, S&T’s
chemical and biochemical engineering
building, was recently awarded LEED
Silver certification from the U.S. Green
Building Council.
The LEED rating system is the
foremost certification program for
buildings, homes and communities
that are designed, constructed,
maintained and operated for
improved environmental and human
health performance.
Bertelsmeyer Hall received 56 points
and achieved LEED Silver certification
for water savings, energy efficiency,
indoor environmental quality, site
selection, and development density and
community connectivity. The scorecard
is available online at rol.la/BertLEED.
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AROUND THE PUCK { NEWS & RESEARCH }

CRUISING THE
SURFACE OF MARS
You may one day have the chance to cruise
the surface of Mars in a rover designed by an
S&T student. The Missouri S&T Mars Rover
Design Team took 10th place this fall in an
international competition in Poland with
their rover Horizon. The students competed
against 40 teams from around the world
in a contest to design and build the next
generation of Mars rovers.

S&T TAKES 5TH IN
SOLAR DECATHLON
S&T’s Solar House Design Team placed
fifth in the 2015 U.S. Department of Energy
Solar Decathlon, held Oct. 8-18 in Irvine,
Calif. This was the team’s sixth competition
and its highest score yet. S&T’s entry,
called the Nest Home, was built from three
repurposed shipping containers covered
with siding made from pallet lumber. It
gets its name from the practice of birds that
build nests using natural materials. The
house was judged in 10 categories, including
marketability and architecture. Photo by
Thomas Kelsey/U.S. Department of
Energy Solar Decathlon.

8
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{ NEWS & RESEARCH } AROUND THE PUCK

HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL = FUEL-EFFICIENT CARS

CHANGES IN
UM SYSTEM
LEADERSHIP
Amid criticism over his handling of
racial issues, University of
Missouri System President Tim
Wolfe announced his resignation
on Nov. 9, 2015. On Nov. 12, the UM
System Board of Curators appointed
former University of Missouri-Columbia
Deputy Chancellor Mike Middleton
to serve as interim president during a
search for a new president.
Middleton joined the MU faculty as
a law professor in 1985. He retired as
deputy MU chancellor on Aug. 31, 2015,
after 17 years in the position.

Dan Field, MetE’13, a graduate student in metallurgical engineering (pictured here using the scanning
electron microscope in McNutt Hall), works with Ronald J. O’Malley and David C. Van Aken in the Kent D.
Peaslee Steel Manufacturing Research Center.

By the year 2025, cars and light trucks will average 54.5 miles
per gallon — at least that’s the goal set by the U.S. Department
of Transportation in its corporate Average Fuel Economy
(CAFE) regulations.
To get there, auto manufacturers are looking at ways to improve exhaust treatment
systems, transmission efficiency and aerodynamics. But reducing vehicle weight is also
important in achieving the CAFE goals, says Ronald J. O’Malley, the F. Kenneth Iverson
Endowed Chair of Steelmaking Technologies at Missouri S&T.
Using a process known as TRIP — or transformation-induced plasticity — O’Malley
is developing a third-generation advanced high-strength steel in S&T’s Kent D. Peaslee
Steel Manufacturing Research Center. It is stronger and more lightweight than the firstgeneration steel used in today’s cars and trucks, and it’s easier and cheaper to make than
the second-generation material currently being developed.
The process involves the transformation of an unstable crystal structure known
as austenite, which normally exists at high temperatures, into martensite, a harder
substance that develops as the steel deforms. Under the direction of David C. Van Aken,
Curators’ Teaching Professor of metallurgical engineering, the Missouri S&T team has
used an atomic modeling method known as density functional theory to identify alloying
elements to create the dual TRIP character of these new steels.
One benefit of conducting the research at Missouri S&T is the ability to create and test
small batches of steel. S&T’s labs can create 200 pounds of steel at a time, whereas big
steel manufacturers like Nucor, where O’Malley was chief metallurgist before joining
S&T, would have to make 170 tons of steel for testing, O’Malley says.

HONORING
DONORS AND
VOLUNTEERS
Missouri S&T’s Honor Roll of
Donors and Volunteers for fiscal
year 2015 is now available online
at honorroll.mst.edu. The listing
recognizes contributions and service
from July 1, 2014, to June 30, 2015.
Through the Honor Roll, Missouri S&T
acknowledges the philanthropic and
volunteer support that continues to
move our university forward. Thank
you to the alumni, friends, corporate
and foundation partners, faculty, staff,
students, parents and others who fill
our registry with Miner Pride.
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AROUND THE PUCK { NEWS & RESEARCH }

CELEBRATION
OF NATIONS
This past fall, Rolla residents joined the
Missouri S&T community for a celebration
of the cultural diversity that makes the town
unique. The sixth annual Celebration of
Nations, held in downtown Rolla on Sept.
26, began with a Parade of Nations featuring
flags from approximately 80 countries — all
of which are represented in the S&T student
body — as well as themed floats, marching
bands and community entries. After the
parade, visitors sampled international cuisine,
created multicultural arts and crafts, and
enjoyed cultural exhibits and performances.

10
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{ NEWS & RESEARCH } AROUND THE PUCK

EASY-BAKE

ASTEROIDS

Leslie Gertsch is baking asteroids in search of an interstellar water
source that could one day lead to industrialized space travel.

U

sing a vacuum chamber that
simulates the conditions of
space, Gertsch, an associate
professor of geological
engineering at Missouri S&T, heats nearEarth objects (NEOs) like asteroids and
comets, and then measures and analyzes
the gases they release.
“Some NEOs contain up to 22 percent
water locked within minerals,” she says.
“Our job is to predict how much water we
can actually get out of them in space.”

One of the processes, called in-situ
resource utilization, involves collecting
resources from NEOs, the moon or Mars,
and converting them into useful things
like spacecraft fuels and propellants,
Gertsch says.
The ability to use resources found in
outer space could reduce payload needs
and boost planetary exploration, Gertsch
says. “This work could change the way we
view space travel.”
Her work is funded through a $500,000
NASA Early Stage Innovation Research

Grant, which supports new technology
that addresses high-priority needs for the
U.S. space program. Gertsch works on the
project with NASA Kennedy Space Center,
NASA Glenn Research Center, Colorado
School of Mines, the University of Hawaii
and Integrated Concurrent Systems
Associates Inc.
“This is an interdisciplinary project,”
she says. “Our researchers have
backgrounds in planetary geology,
meteoritics, mineral processing, chemical
engineering, mechanical engineering,
mining engineering and astrophysics,
among others.”
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AROUND THE PUCK { NEWS & RESEARCH }

STUDYING THE
BUILDING
BLOCKS OF LIFE
Yinfa Ma, Curators’ Teaching Professor
of chemistry, and Honglan Shi,
an associate research professor of
chemistry, are working with colleagues
at Clemson University to develop a
microscopic fiber optic probe that can
detect changes in a single cell. The
work is funded through a $567,311 grant
from the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences of the National
Institutes of Health.
Imagine a doctor’s needle that is only
2 to 5 microns in size. When inserted
into a cell, the probe’s fluorescent
nanomaterial-doped tip is used to
detect either the cell’s pH change or
corresponding temperature change.
When hit with a laser source attached
to the probe, the six strands surrounding
the central fiber detect changes in
the cell’s reflected fluorescent signal.
Researchers then calculate the ratio
in two ways: one looks at the peak
fluorescent intensity and the reference
intensity; the other measures the decay
time of the phosphorescence, which is
then calculated and correlated with the
pH or temperature values.
“Comprehensive understanding
of a single cell in response to its
biological environment and stimuli
is becoming the foundation of many
biomedical research fields, including
drug development, nanotoxicity study,
biomarker discovery, cancer diagnosis
and treatment, and many other areas,”
Ma says.

12

Xiandong Yang (left) and Jie Gao, assistant professors of mechanical and aerospace engineering.
Photo by B.A. Rupert.

COLOR PRINTING WITH NO INK
Unlike inkjet or laser printers, which use mixtures of various pigments to reproduce color
on a printed page, a new process developed by a pair of S&T mechanical engineers uses
nanomaterials for color printing with no ink. The finished product is visible only with the
aid of a high-powered electron microscope.
Xiaodong Yang and Jie Gao, both assistant professors of mechanical and aerospace
engineering, say the process could be used for high-tech security markings that are
invisible to the naked eye, or for a light-based method of information storage that could
replace magnetic hard drives. Their work was published in the Nature Publishing Group
journal Scientific Reports.
Their printing surface consists of a film of silica sandwiched between two thin
films of silver. The top layer of silver film is punctured with tiny holes created by a
microfabrication process known as focused ion beam milling. The researchers then
beamed light through the holes to create an image using no ink — only the interaction of
the materials and light.
By varying the size of the holes, the researchers could create different colors. So far
they have produced gold, green, orange, magenta, cyan and navy blue.
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{ NEWS & RESEARCH } AROUND THE PUCK

PROMOTING PEACE
In observance of International Day of Peace,
Missouri S&T students held a candlelight
vigil outside the Havener Center on
Sept. 21. The event was designed to
promote peace and the absence of war and
violence. Information on how to respond to
domestic violence and resources for victims
of violence also were available.

A MINER VICTORY
Miner football fans were treated to the best
offensive night in nearly two years of play on
Sept. 26, when the Miners beat the Pumas
from Saint Joseph’s College 39-27. The
Miners entered the game averaging 317 yards
of total offense per game, but ended this
match with 569 as they ran 98 plays from
scrimmage. The Miners ended the season
with a 5-5 record.
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MAKING
RESEARCH
MORE ACCESSIBLE
Military historian John C. McManus is
conducting research for a new twovolume history of the U.S. Army in the
Pacific and Asian theater during World
War II through a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH),
which wants to make scholarly research
more accessible to the public.
McManus, Curators’ Professor of
history and political science, anticipates
that the two volumes will be published
in 2018 and 2020. They will be published
by New American Library, a division of
Penguin Books. These will be the first
of McManus’ 12 books to focus entirely
on the Pacific theater of World War II. He
has written extensively on the American
experience in the European theater
during the war.
“The goal of this new series is to shed
new light on the Pacific and Asian war
and its long-term significance, not just
for the Army, but for the United States as
a whole,” McManus says.

SAVE THE DATE:
BEST EVER 108
Make plans now to travel to Rolla for
the 108th St. Pat’s pre-parade party at
11 a.m. Saturday, March 19, at
Hasselmann Alumni House, located at
1100 N. Pine St. Complimentary
breakfast and a cash bar will be
available before the parade.
If you can’t make it to Rolla, attend
one of the St. Pat’s section events
in your area. Help make the 108th
celebration the Best Ever!

14

LIFE IS A HIGHWAY (SIMULATION)
Using the cab of a white Ford Ranger XLT with split bucket seats as a driving
simulator, a team of Missouri S&T researchers is evaluating road sign configurations
to see if alternatives could make drivers — and workers — safer in work zones on
Missouri roadways.
Three projectors mounted on the truck’s roof project a simulated straight stretch of
Interstate 70 on a concave screen. Drivers control the steering wheel, accelerator and
brake pedal to go through four merge configurations, two each for left and right.
One researcher records drivers’ simulation performance, measuring speed, steering
and braking. Another researcher records a driver’s body language, facial expressions and
anything said. Participants are then asked to take a survey to assess their attitudes about
the work zones.
Suzanna Long, Hist’84, Phys’84, MS EMgt’04, PhD EMgt’07, interim chair and associate
professor of engineering management and systems engineering, is the principal
investigator. Co-primary investigators include Ming Leu, the Missouri Distinguished
Professor of Integrated Product Manufacturing; Dincer Konur, an assistant professor
of engineering management and systems engineering, and Ruwen Qin, an associate
professor of engineering management and systems engineering.

GERALD COHEN: WORD WHIZ
Gerald Cohen, a professor of foreign languages, is a word sleuth who has dug up the
origins of terms like jazz, shyster and the Big Apple, a nickname applied to New York City.
He’s also famous for discovering the origins of hot dog.
“The term was based on the popular 19th-century belief that dog meat could turn up
in sausages,” he says, “and this belief had a basis in fact. … Some butchers even hired
dog killers — young toughs armed with a club who would bash any poor dog they came
across and then sell the carcass to the butcher.”
Last June, Cohen received a lifetime achievement award from the Dictionary Society of
North America. It’s an honor he’s certain to relish.
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HONORING MINER LEGENDS

ALUMNI TAKE
LEADERSHIP
ROLES IN
ASSOCIATION
During its annual Homecoming
meeting on Oct. 24, the Miner Alumni
Association approved the following
new and returning board members. We
welcome them and thank the departing
members for their dedication and
loyalty to Missouri S&T and the Miner
Alumni Association.
Executive board
Preston Carney, CE’02 MS CE’03,
director-at-large (second term)
Darrin Talley, ME’88, director-at-large
(second term)
Kurt Haslag, CE’07, director-at-large
(second term)
Steven Frye, MS Phys’06,
Area 4 director

During Homecoming, the Miner Alumni Association honored seven
Miners for their accomplishments and their devotion to the association,
the campus and its students.
Selected from an impressive list of nominees, the awardees received special recognition
during the Miner Legends luncheon for their achievements, volunteer work, dedicated
service and outstanding teaching. Pictured above (from left) are:

Bernard Held, CE’75, Area 7 director
(second term)
Alan Erickson, EE’75, Area 10-18
director (second term)
Stephen Squibb, ME’98, Area 10-18
director (second term)
Hugh Cole, EMgt’72, Area 21 director

Laura Agee, CerE’02, principal engineer, systems and integration engineering,
Honeywell Federal Manufacturing & Technologies, Distinguished Young
Alumni Award

Departing members
John Keating, MetE’73,
Area 4 director

Carl Schmitz, IST’10, IT project manager, The Boeing Co., Robert V. Wolf Alumni
Service Award

Dan Jackson, ChE’90,
Area 21 director

Ronald Epps, Phys’67, retired chief of NASA’s Flight Design and Dynamics Division,
Alumni Achievement Award
Richard Szevery, MetE’02, manager, QA Primary, ArcelorMittal, Distinguished Young
Alumni Award
Piloo “Phil” Ilavia, MS PetE’70, consulting engineer, Chevron, Frank H. Mackaman
Volunteer Service Award
Egemen K. Çetinkaya, MS EE’01, an assistant professor of electrical and computer
engineering, Class of ’42 Distinguished Teaching Award
LaWanda Jones, CE’91, senior project engineer, ABNA, Alumni Merit Award.
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HOMECOMING 2015:
MINERFEST IN REVIEW
1. The Miners came from behind in the
second half of the Homecoming football
game to beat McKendree University 34-27.
2. The Chancellor’s Advisory Committee
on African-American Recruitment and
Retention celebrated its 30th anniversary
during Homecoming. Gregory Skannal,
GeoE’85, and Joan Montague, CSci’95,
reminisce at the CACAARR Tailgate.
5.

6.

3. Spectators lined the Rolla streets to
watch the first-ever MinerFest
Homecoming Parade, sponsored by the
Student Union Board.
4. Students made s’mores and watched a
movie at a SUB-sponsored bonfire outside
Toomey Hall.
5. During the Legends Luncheon, the Miner
Alumni Association presented vintageinspired letter sweaters to award recipients.
6. The Miner Cheerleaders shared a bit of
school spirit with alumni and guests during
the Legends Luncheon.
7. S&T student design teams showed off
their work to alumni during the Silver
and Gold Gathering at Hasselmann
Alumni House.

7

8. Alumni visited with current students
and old friends during the Silver and
Gold Gathering.

8
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HELP US REMEMBER:

150 YEARS
OF MINER
LEGACY

18

The year 2020 will mark Missouri S&T’s
sesquicentennial celebration. A special
commemorative book is being planned
for the occasion, and we need your help.
Please share remembrances of your
alma mater and you may see your story
in the book. All stories will be shared
with the University Archives. Email
your stories to 150@mst.edu or visit
magazine.mst.edu/150memories. We
look forward to hearing from you!
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HISTORY
IN
THE
MAKING:
LARRY GRAGG ON CHRONICLING THE S&T STORY
In 2020, Missouri S&T will celebrate the 150th anniversary of its founding as the Missouri School of Mines and
Metallurgy. Among the many activities and projects planned to commemorate the sesquicentennial is a new history book
of the university. Larry Gragg, Curators’ Teaching Professor of history, is writing the book and is seeking submissions
from alumni about their experiences on campus through the years. We asked him about the project.

Attempting to capture the 150-year
history of this university in a single,
coffee table-style volume is an ambitious
project. Why did you decide to take it on?

the institution in the late 19th century;
the impact of World War I, the Great
Depression and World War II on
enrollment; the shift to a research
institution in the latter half of the 20th
century; and the efforts to become a more
comprehensive and diverse institution
in the 21st century will be the most
important challenges that I will address.

First, I have lived much of it! This is my
39th year at S&T. Also, I served four years
as the campus archivist and became
fascinated with the rich source material
available for a history of the campus.
Moreover, the development of MSM/
UMR/S&T mirrors so much of what was
happening in America generally. This is an
opportunity to look at modern American
history from a local perspective.

What do you hope alumni and other
readers will get out of reading this book?
I hope that they will have a better
appreciation for the extraordinary quality
of the institution. It truly has become one
of the premier universities in the nation.

What excites you most about writing
this book?
We have had three histories of the
campus, and they all are helpful
in understanding the institution’s
development. The last, written by
Lawrence Christensen and Jack Ridley, is
by far the best, but they published their
book in 1983 and much has happened in
the intervening three decades. I have an
opportunity to build upon these books
and, in particular, discuss the evolution of
UMR into S&T and what that has meant
for the visibility of the campus.

You’ve mentioned that you want to
incorporate stories or recollections from
alumni in this book. What types of
stories are you looking for, and how do
you plan to use them?
The best histories combine archival
material along with oral histories. The
latter provide the rich detail that enlivens
an account of an institution. I am hopeful
that alumni will send recollections

We know that historians are used to
looking back, but we want you to look
forward, so fast-forward to 2170 — the
300th anniversary of Missouri S&T.
What will our university be
like then?
of their best of times as well as their
challenges, their recollections from the
classroom and labs, the friendships they
developed, their extracurricular activities
and the impact that their time on campus
had on their careers. I especially hope
that they will send their recollections of a
faculty member or someone on the staff
who had a great impact on their success.

From your perspective as a historian,
what are the most significant periods
of this university over its nearly
150-year history?
The most significant periods were the
ones where the university overcame
significant challenges. Simply maintaining

Predicting the future is always a fool’s
errand, but I often have been labeled a
fool so let me suggest that the university
in 2170 will be one that will embrace new
extraordinary technologies. However, if its
leadership is wise it will still understand
that the most important thing that its
faculty can do is to have a strong personal
connection with its students. In higher
education we have learned through
many studies that, regardless of the
pedagogy employed, the most important
element in a student’s success is to have
a significant connection with one or more
faculty members.
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RECORD: BROKEN
In August, nearly 8,900 students started
classes at Missouri S&T and broke the
previous enrollment record, set in 2014. That
total included 1,491 first-year and transfer
students, which also shattered the previous
record. That one had held since 1981.

WALKING THE MALL
For the first time in several years, the main
campus mall was free of construction when
classes started in August. Throughout
the installation of equipment for the
geothermal energy project, which included
digging 789 wells on campus, construction
was a constant. At the end of the first
year of operation, the geothermal energy
system exceeded its goals. The university
saw a 57 percent reduction in energy use,
a reduction of 25,013 tons of carbon
dioxide emissions and a reduction in the
use of water of over 18.7 million gallons.

20
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PAUL FRIZ:

A FUTURE IN OUTER SPACE

Photo by David C. Bowman, NASA

When he was a teenager, Missouri S&T doctoral student and former NASA
employee Paul Friz looked up into the night sky and found the twinkling points
of light, a thousand beacons in the darkness, irresistible. He was hooked.

S

o when he was 14, Friz,
MS AE’14, saved up his lawnmowing money and bought
his first telescope — an 8-inch
Dobsonian Reflector — to bring the sky’s
lights closer. He looked at the gas giant
Saturn; it’s the solar system’s sixth planet
from the sun and looks like a star to the
naked eye, but its rings and moons came
to life in his telescope’s lens. Then he
went out of Earth’s solar system to view
the M44 Beehive Cluster located in the
constellation Cancer.

“I believe I chose those objects because
they were easy to find in the sky, and I
didn’t really know what I was doing at
that point,” Friz says.
Looking through that first telescope
in a cemetery behind his Creve Coeur,
Mo., home was the first step in a journey
that has led Friz, 25, to pursue a Ph.D. in
aerospace engineering at Missouri S&T.
Before that, Friz was a NASA Pathways
intern in Langley, Va., and was at NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif., as an assistant to the project
manager on the Rosetta mission that

put an orbiter around comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
He was there when the orbiter launched
the Philae lander that synced up with
and landed on the comet. When it finally
touched down and started sending data,
the relief in the room was palpable.
Now the stars of his youth are the stars
of his future.
“Going to space has always been a
dream of mine,” he says. ”If I ever have the
opportunity to be an astronaut I will take
it, but there are thousands of other people
who are more qualified for that job than I
am. So right now I’m not betting on it, but
I am aligning my career and lifestyle so
that I can take the opportunity if it
comes up.” 
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A GOLDEN YEAR
FOR COMP SCI

This past fall, S&T’s computer
science department kicked off a
year-long celebration honoring the
50th anniversary of the computer
science degree program, the first of
its kind in the state. Check out more
photos from the program’s history at
cs.mst.edu/50years/timeline.

IN PRINT
Elizabeth Cudney, PhD EMgt’06,
an associate professor of
engineering management and
systems engineering, co-wrote
Total Productive Maintenance:
Strategies and Implementation
Guide, which was published in July
by CRC Press.
Kellie Grasman, a lecturer in
engineering management and
systems engineering, co-wrote a
textbook titled Fundamentals of
Engineering Economic Analysis.
The text won the Book of the
Year Award at the 2015 Industrial
and Systems Engineering
Research Conference.
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1.14

38
Points scored last season
by returning players to
Missouri S&T’s women’s soccer
team — more than half of the 72
recorded last year.

Career goals against average for
junior goalkeeper James Holloway
entering the 2015 season. Holloway
had a 1.05 mark with seven shutouts
last fall.

1,269

Kills racked up by Missouri S&T
senior volleyball player Krista
Haslag during her career at S&T —
a new school record. The previous
record of 1,243 kills was held by
Erin Bekebrede, Psyc’12.

173

885
Yards recorded by senior
Spencer Elrod during the 2014
season, the most of any Miner
player who returned for the
2015 campaign.

All-academic awards earned by
Missouri S&T student-athletes from
the Great Lakes Valley Conference
during the 2014–15 academic year.
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THE THRILL
OF THE KILL

Krista Haslag, a senior from Linn, Mo., celebrates with her teammates after the S&T volleyball team defeated the University of Missouri-St. Louis on Oct. 3.

K

rista Haslag, a senior on
the Missouri S&T volleyball
team, knows a thing or two
about competing. The 6-foot-1
senior from Linn, Mo., racked up 18 kills
one mid-November weekend to become
the university’s all-time leader in career
kills. Haslag finished the season with
1,269 kills. (Erin Bekebrede, Psyc'12, who
played for the Miners from 2008–11,
held the previous record of 1,243 kills).
“I remember looking at my statistics
last year and thinking that I am going to
have to have a big season to reach that
goal,” she says. “I just go out and play the
best that I can every game so I can help
my team win.”
Coach Jason Holt credits Haslag, Gracey
Moon and Jackie Pyles, the team’s three
co-captains, with providing the leadership
and determination to help the team go
undefeated at home — the first time
a team has done so in the program’s

history. The feat helped earn the team
a postseason spot for the fifth season in
a row.
“Krista is one of our top players on
the roster — not only this season, but in
the history of our program,” says Holt,
who started the volleyball program
from scratch nine seasons ago. “She
is one of the leading and most-feared
hitters and blockers in the Great Lakes
Valley Conference.”
Growing up, Haslag’s number one sport
was basketball. In fact, it wasn’t until high
school that she started playing volleyball
competitively for the Central Missouri
Volleyball Club.
“There’s no better feeling than getting
a stuff block,” Haslag says. “A stuff
block at a crucial time in a game is
a huge momentum changer, and the
excitement after a game-changing block is
very unreal.”

The student-athlete, like her
teammates, takes her coursework just
as seriously. For the past six years, the
volleyball team has earned Academic
Team Honors from the American
Volleyball Coaches Association for keeping
a team GPA of 3.3 or higher. Recently,
Haslag became the fourth player to earn
College Sports Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA) Academic All-District
honors. It was the third time she has
received the recognition.
“Academics has always been a huge
part of my life and I wanted to go to a
college that I knew would prepare me for
the real world and leave me with a bright
future,” says Haslag, a double major in
civil and architectural engineering.
“I have always been a very hands-on
kind of person, which led me to the
engineering field.” 
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MINERS OF
INVENTION
By Andrew Careaga, acareaga@mst.edu

THE NEXT TIME YOU POUR A GLASS
OF MILK, BUY A TOOTHBRUSH OR
FILL YOUR GAS TANK, THANK A
MINER. THERE’S A GOOD CHANCE
THAT A FELLOW GRADUATE INVENTED
SOMETHING THAT KEEPS YOUR MILK
FRESH, YOUR TOOTHBRUSH PACKAGING
STREAMLINED OR YOUR FUEL FROM
SPILLING ONTO THE PAVEMENT.
24

Whether tinkering in their garages or
testing products in labs, our inventive
alumni seek new ways to fix old problems.
Some are prolific at patents. Dan Scott,
MetE’70, holds 105 of them and has 55
pending, all for products and processes
related to oil and gas extraction. Lawson
G. Wideman, ChE’66, MS Chem’67,
holds 159 patents related to resins
and polymers. Joseph Straeter, PetE’83,
holds over 500 patents, all related to the
floral business.
Sometimes a single invention can make
a big difference. Among the three patents
held by Anna (Sell) Kelley, ME’10, is one
that could save lives; it’s for a pediatric
head positioner used during surgery.
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A LEGACY OF INNOVATION
Some of our earliest graduates possessed
this inventive streak. Daniel Jackling,
MetE 1892, founded Utah Copper Co.
in 1903 — just in time to produce
copper wiring for electrification of the
U.S. He recovered copper “so cheaply,”
notes the Mining Hall of Fame, “it was
hailed throughout the industry as a
revolutionary achievement.” Others, like
Mervyn J. Kelly, Chem 1914, took their
skills to the lab — and in Kelly’s case, to
AT&T Bell Laboratories, an R&D hotbed he
presided over from 1951 through 1959.
That legacy continues today at
Missouri S&T, where researchers
parlay their intellectual endeavors into
marketable products and services. One
notable example is that of Delbert E. Day,
CerE’58, Curators’ Professor emeritus of

“WE ARE A
UNIVERSITY
THAT FOCUSES
ON SOLVING
REAL-WORLD
PROBLEMS AND
THAT BALANCES
THE PURSUIT OF
SCIENCE WITH
THE PRACTICAL
APPLICATION OF
THOSE IDEAS.”
ceramic engineering. While at S&T, Day
invented glass beads that are now used
to treat liver cancer. His further work
with bioactive glasses led him to spin
off a company, MO-SCI. Day holds more
than 50 U.S. and foreign patents and was
named one of Missouri S&T’s first Alumni
of Influence.
The university embraces a culture
of tinkering and experimentation that
has led our alumni on the path to
innovation. “We are a university that

focuses on solving real-world problems
and that balances the pursuit of science
with the practical application of those
ideas,” says Keith Strassner, Chem’79,
director of technology transfer and
economic development.
Strassner and his team also help
move ideas from campus labs to the
marketplace. They help startups protect
their intellectual property, put together
financing and find needed support, such
as office and conference space. S&T’s
Technology Development Center, which
Strassner and his team manage, is home
to “20 businesses small and large that
work as a community to support the
growth of new ideas.”
Maybe one of those companies will
come up with the next big breakthrough.
For now, read on to learn about past and
present Miners of invention.
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HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS

By Mary Helen Stoltz, mhstoltz@mst.edu

TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR HOUSE.
HOW MANY THINGS YOU SEE WERE
PATENTED BY MINER ALUMNI?
MAYBE MORE THAN YOU THINK.
HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
OF HOUSEHOLD MINER INVENTIONS.

GOT MILK?

The late Robert L. Banks, ChE’44,
invented high-density polyethylene
plastic — the material milk jugs, plastic
grocery bags and countless other
plastic goods are made of. Banks held
64 U.S. patents and more than 140 in
other countries.

KEEPING IT CLEAN
(AND POWERED UP)

Tom Hawkins, ME’93, holds 12 patents, including eight
related to vacuum cleaners. The other four relate to electrical
distribution equipment. His favorite is a low-voltage switchgear
safety accessory called a Remote Breaker Racking Device. It is
used to insert and remove circuit breakers that can weigh up
to 350 pounds. He likes that it improves operator safety — and
gives his company, Siemens, a good profit margin.

26
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STOP ON A DIME

Paul Abney, EE’76, invented a device that automatically
slows and then stops a sewing machine motor. Designed
for the apparel manufacturing industry, the device
allows operators to sew at full speed without going over a
predetermined stopping point.

BRUSH AND
FLOSS REGULARLY

MAYTAG MAN

Dan Wunderlich, ME’70, holds 19 patents on domestic
and commercial laundry equipment — everything from
installation systems for a stacked washer and dryer
to a bulk detergent dispenser. Wunderlich worked for
Maytag Co. for 36 years.

A discussion about how a Chrysler logo was formed into
the plastic dashboard of a late ’80s vehicle led Larry
Luebbert, ME’68, to modify the process used to thermoform
a pre-printed plastic web of images into a retail package.
His invention was used in the packaging of the Cross-Action
toothbrush made by Oral-B Laboratories.
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WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT

CYBERSECURITY?
The increasing reliance on computer systems has made
cybersecurity a growing concern. Missouri S&T Magazine
staff asked Cristina Serban, MS CSci’93, PhD CSci’96, a
researcher with the Chief Security Office at AT&T and
holder of five patents for various security systems, about
the industry, its history and what the future has in store
for information security.
S&T: Cybersecurity is a big topic in the news recently.
Why is it important?
Serban: Cybersecurity touches almost everything we do.
Technology is exploding and new gadgets are invented
each day. Each and every one of these things needs
security built into it.
S&T: How can your fellow alumni stay secure online?
Serban: It really helps to not click on everything you see.
That cat video may promise to be funny, but is it from a
trusted source? People need to be cautious while online.
Businesses also need to follow security measures, since
breaches can be costly. Awareness programs and employee
training should be a must.
S&T: What is the future of the information security field?
Serban: The field will continue to grow. It is a relatively
new specialization and innovation continues to build the
need for security. The Internet of Things and machine-tomachine technologies will expand, and with that so will
cybersecurity demands.
S&T: Can you tell us about the patents you hold and how
they came about?

S&T: What skills do you need to be successful in the
your field?
Serban: It comes down to three main things: curiosity,
attention to detail, and a willingness to learn and adapt.
It’s not just what your textbook says; security is not
created in a vacuum. Professionals need to think about
what could go wrong and try to prepare for it.
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Photo by Nick Romanenko

Serban: I have patents in content distribution systems and
virtual platforms security systems. They all came naturally
from my work. I see a product or process and want to
make it better. If something bothered me, I would see how
I could improve it and make it secure at the same time.
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NON-STOP INNOVATION

By Peter Ehrhard, ehrhardp@mst.edu

Dan Scott, MetE’70, holds 105 patents, the second-most in his employer’s history.
He has 55 more that are pending examination and over 400 international
counterparts to his U.S. patents.
Scott, a senior technical advisor for oilfield drilling contractor Baker Hughes
Inc., says he takes a customer-advocate approach to his work to ensure that the
product or process he is developing can meet his clients’ needs. Scott manages
the company’s diamond and diamond composite research for drill bits.
“There are very few eureka moments for me,” explains Scott. “I like to sit down
with someone else and bounce ideas off them. I find that talking with fellow
employees who are from a different technical area than mine really helps give
perspective to my ideas and ensures I am not missing something.”
After 45 years with Baker Hughes, he still remembers his first original
idea — what he calls a “simple fix” to a heat-treatment process used in his
company’s plant.
“In the synthetic diamond drilling industry that I work in, we aim to build
products that last,” says Scott. “The best way to do that is to take a step back and
look at the worn products. To get to the root cause of what had limited the life
and see if we can either improve it or create something entirely new.”

TAKING
A GAMBLE

By Peter Ehrhard, ehrhardp@mst.edu
“One-armed bandits” have become highly
technical games thanks in part to two
S&T alumni. Charles Berg and Robert
Miodunski both hold patents in the
casino gaming industry.
Berg, EE’74, patented features on
a Family Feud-themed slot machine,
including capturing the player’s photo and
incorporating it into the game, and using
a database of audience participation for a
question-and-answer round. Miodunski,
ME’72, patented a cardless playertracking system that lets users log on
instead of inserting an ID card. He also
developed controlled payout systems with
advanced security.
Their advice to would-be gamblers?
“Every outcome really is
random — there is no ‘hot’ machine,
just good random number generators,”
says Berg.
“Consider your money spent on
entertainment,” says Miodunski. “Don’t
go to win, because the odds aren’t in
your favor.”
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AUTOMOTIVE
INVENTIONS

By Joe McCune, mccunej@mst.edu

FUEL INJECTORS
Mike Dallmeyer, ME’83, holds
patents for gasoline fuel injectors
in 36 different configurations.
Dallmeyer, who holds 50 patents,
estimates 250 million of his fuel
injectors are in use worldwide.

RUBBER TECHNOLOGY
Lawson G. Wideman, Chem’66,
MS Chem’67, patented technology
that improved heat and oil resistance
on automotive belts and hoses.
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THE CENTER FOR AUTOMOTIVE RESEARCH ESTIMATES THAT 3 TO 5
PERCENT OF ALL PATENTS GRANTED IN THE U.S. ARE AWARDED TO THE
AUTO INDUSTRY, WITH AS MANY AS 5,000 PATENTS AWARDED EVERY
YEAR. MINER ALUMNI ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SEVERAL OF THOSE. HERE
ARE A FEW EXAMPLES.

SLIDING DOORS
Steven Thiele, ME’96, holds 25
patents that include pinch sensors,
covers and housing for minivan
sliding doors.

BICYCLE RACK LIGHTING
Robert Barr, EE’65, patented a lighting
system for vehicle-mounted bicycle
racks that syncs with turn, brake and
flasher signals and provides a spot to
illuminate the license plate.

WHEELCHAIR SUSPENSION
Michael Weiland, ME’94, holds a
patent for a minivan suspension
that accommodates a wheelchair lift
ramp while preserving the handling
characteristics of an un-modified van.

TRACTION CONTROL
David Thatcher, EE’75, MS EE’76,
holds a patent for a traction-control
system that helps automobiles
handle better in poor road conditions.
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THE AIR UP THERE

By Mary Helen Stoltz, mhstoltz@mst.edu

BUILDING
A BETTER
FINGER TRAP

By Mary Helen Stoltz, mhstoltz@mst.edu
When designing parachutes, engineers
need to include attachments that are both
strong and easily packed into small and
sometimes awkward spaces, says Julie
Martin, AE’07.
Martin was working on a joint project
for the U.S. Navy and NASA to design the
parachute system for the Orion capsule
when she discovered the need for a better
fingertrap loop.
“Fingertraps are one way we create
attachment points in many types of
parachutes,” Martin says. “However, they
tend to have inherent weak spots where
the outer cord necks down past the
inner cord. By creating a fingertrap loop
that eliminates the neck-down problem,
we were able to gain strength in the
attachment that would have failed under
normal conditions.”
Martin was awarded U.S. Patent No.
US8127652 B1 for her work.
“Sometimes the solution to a big
problem is right in front of you,”
Martin says. “For me it was just a
simple modification to a very old
manufacturing technique.”
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BEFORE THE ERA OF JET PLANES,
SCIENTISTS DIDN’T REALIZE THAT
THUNDERSTORM CELLS COULD
STRETCH AS HIGH AS 90,000
FEET INTO THE ATMOSPHERE.
“No one had flown high enough to see they could reach that altitude,” says Lee M.
Etnyre, Phys’60.
In those days, to study the wind shear in Earth’s upper atmosphere, the U.S. Navy
would launch a rocket from an airplane that released an instrument data recording
package at high altitude, and then watch it descend. A large radar antenna on top
of the plane would track the descending package to help measure wind shear and
speed at high altitude. “It was an early way to measure the jet stream,” Etnyre says.
While working for the U.S. Naval Air Development Center in the early 1960s,
Etnyre patented this system, which takes that analog aircraft navigation data and
converts it to a digital representation of the plane’s position compared to a fixed
location on the ground.
“I learned how to use existing devices and technology, originally designed with
other applications in mind, and integrate them into a unique combination to solve
a new technical problem,” Etnyre says.
Etnyre also holds a patent for a satellite navigation system that improves an
aircraft’s ability to land safely when adverse weather conditions limit visibility, and
another to suppress duplication of aircraft surveillance images on a cockpit display
of nearby air traffic currently used in all of Garmin’s cockpit displays of air traffic.
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HOW
IDEAS
BLOOM

Joseph G. Straeter, PetE’83, has spent his life tinkering, modifying, improving —
inventing — and his work has made him one of the most prolific Miner inventors.
From the flower fields to the oil fields, Straeter’s patents at last count total over 500.

S&T: Why did you focus on the floral
industry for much of your career?
Straeter: It was said by a previous author
that “necessity is the mother of invention.”
Mechanical machines and new designs
are needed in all industries. The floral
industry is just where I landed, and I
worked for Highland Supply Corp. from
1988 to 2004. A large part of my innovative
work was to build a machine that made
the floral items like high-speed coaters
and laminators for the plastic pot cover
on a plant you might see in the floral
section of a grocery store. Or drying ovens
for the wire stem in a rose.
S&T: What is your favorite patent?
Straeter: My favorite patent thus far is
the “horizontal water jet drilling” that
a professor from Texas Tech University
and I co-invented. My next favorite will
be the one I’m working on now that has
the potential to keep oil prices below $50

for the next 50 years. I am currently a
consultant in the oil field industry with
my company, Straeter Engineering, LLC.
S&T: What advice do you have for wouldbe inventors?
Straeter: The best advice I can give is that
invention is a developed talent that takes
a lot of experience to master. But it’s also
true that invention is easy; marketing
the resultant product to sell is the tough
part. I’ve read that only one in a thousand
patents actually is a market success. I
think less than 100 of mine actually made
it to market.
S&T: Do all of your inventions
get patented?
Straeter: Normally, machine designs are
proprietary and sometimes not patented
so they (inventors) can keep their market
edge. A patent is basically an invitation to
a fight. If it’s worth any salt, you’re going
to have a battle to fight infringers.

A PATENT IS
BASICALLY AN
INVITATION TO
A FIGHT. IF IT’S
WORTH ANY SALT,
YOU’RE GOING TO
HAVE A BATTLE
TO FIGHT
INFRINGERS.
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THIS LITTLE

PATENT

WENT TO

MARKET

A VOICE FOR TOYS

By Joe McCune, mccunej@mst.edu

Bill Jacobs, ME’64, is fluent in at least two “languages.”
“I tell people I’m bilingual,” he says. “I can work in metal
and plastics.”
That ability has served him well in his career, including his
time at Mattel from 1968 to 1973.
The toy manufacturer wanted to use the voice device in
its Chatty Cathy doll for other, smaller toys, but when it was
scaled down, the mechanism was too small to work effectively.
They called on Jacobs for a solution. Basing his design on a
phonograph, Jacobs developed a planetary drive system with
a 10-to-1 drive ratio. Working with Mattel’s model shop, they
started building the device on a Thursday and had two working
models — out of three made — five days later.
The invention — patent No. 3627329A — was assigned to
Mattel with Jacobs as the inventor. He has four other patents in
other fields.
Mattel used the planetary drive in a toy steam engine that
“had a whistle and a chug-chug-chug” sound, Jacobs says. It
also went into a book that would tell you the contents when
opened. The best part for Mattel was that the original Chatty
Cathy mechanism cost $1.25 to make, but Jacobs’ design cost
less than a quarter.
“I was the go-to guy if you wanted to take the cost out of
making a toy,” Jacobs says.
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By Peter Ehrhard, ehrhardp@mst.edu

PATENT ATTORNEYS
RANDY CANIS, CSCI’97,
AN ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
IN MISSOURI S&T’S
ENGINEERING
EDUCATION CENTER,
AND SCOTT O’BRIAN,
ME’84, MS EMCH’88,
MS EMGT’90, SHARE A
BEHIND-THE-SCENES
LOOK AT A PATENT’S
JOURNEY TO MARKET.
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YOU INVENTED A FLYING CAR. WHAT NEXT?
Secret or Patent?
“Sometimes it benefits a company to keep
a new product or recipe a trade secret, so
the first decision is if you want to even seek
patent protection,” says Canis.

Trade Secret = dead end

“Everyone should research similar products
and determine if the invention is novel,”
says O’Brian. How much publicly available
information relates to flying cars? Do
other flying cars use the same propellant
or otherwise operate the same way
yours does?

Patent

Invent a working lightsaber
instead? “Applications
disclosing material deemed
detrimental to national
security can be ‘frozen’ by
the Department of Defense
indefinitely,” says O’Brian.
Another dead end.

A provisional patent application
provides initial protection
for one year. Must apply for
non-provisional by end of the
one-year cycle.

You may want to begin filing
with other offices around the
world. U.S. patents are only
legally binding in the U.S.

Notice of allowance received
upon payment of issue fee.
Inventor is now responsible
for enforcing the patent
and “policing” the industry
via litigation.

Denial of patent from office.

Appeal or accept decision
“You can appeal the decision
and request for continuing
examination, though this
makes for a lengthy process,”
says Canis.

Provisional or
Non-provisional?

A non-provisional patent
application begins the
official examination process
immediately. Larger investment
for individuals and companies.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office responds with a filing
receipt and application number.

Denial or Notice?
“The application is then
assigned to a patent examiner
and reviewed,” says O’Brian.

“The next step is to work with
a patent attorney to apply, after
drafting a detailed proof-ofconcept explaining why the idea
is unique and including artwork
showing the design,” says Canis.

Accept decision = dead end

Filing of appeal brief.
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MINER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Representing more than 57,000 alumni worldwide
 or more information about your representatives,
F
go to mineralumni.com.
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ALUMNI AREAS
The Miner Alumni Association board of
directors functions as the eyes, ears and
voice of more than 57,000 living alumni.
Please check the map at left and the “area
directors” list above to identify your current
area director. We encourage you to contact
your area director.
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MEET NICK KUTAY, STAT PRESIDENT
Students Today, Alumni Tomorrow (STAT), the student section of the
Miner Alumni Association, gives students a glimpse of life after college.
Missouri S&T Magazine staff asked current president Nick Kutay, a
senior in mechanical engineering, to share his take on the organization.

Why should students join STAT?
We are involved with alumni events throughout the semester as well as through
meetings in which alumni speak on topics like interview tips or the transition
from being a student to a full-time employee. We get to network with these
alumni and gain a better understanding of how to land that dream job.

What are your goals as president?
I am looking to sponsor events with other organizations and create
new opportunities for STAT members to interact with alumni and build
relationships. I hope to build our membership base, our visibility on campus
and the impact that our events have on our members.

’TIS THE SEASON:
SHOW YOUR PRIDE

The Miner Alumni Association began a new
tradition last year by creating a commemorative
ornament series that celebrates the Miner spirit
and pays tribute to campus landmarks. In 2014,
the association launched the ornament series
with Hasselmann Alumni House, the new home
for alumni. The 2015 ornament will feature the
Chancellor’s Residence. Constructed in 1889 as a
student residence, the building became the home
of our university leader in 1905.
The 3-inch, brass lacquered ornaments are
not available for purchase in stores and were
specifically designed for the Miner Alumni
Association. Ornaments are $10. All proceeds
go to promote Missouri S&T alumni and
student programming.
For more information and to order, visit
mineralumni.com/ornament.

How does networking with alumni benefit students?
Although being the best in your field is important, it is nowhere near as
important as the relationships and interactions that you build throughout your
career. Networking is the No. 1 reason why some of the most influential alumni
are where they are today. I am happy to say that STAT has allowed me to not
only expand my network and interact with some very influential people but also
get to know them beyond the business talk.

Alumni who are interested in speaking to STAT or who want
to learn more about the organization should email alumni@mst.edu.
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CLASS NOTES
PUBLICATION POLICY
We publish information submitted by alumni, news submitted by employers of alumni, and selected news stories that mention alumni and their affiliation
with Missouri S&T. We are happy to announce weddings, births, promotions and other special occasions after they have occurred. We will print addresses if
specifically requested to do so by the alumnus/alumna submitting the note and will mention a spouse’s name if it is specifically included in the submission.
We reserve the right to edit alumni notes and will use submitted print-quality photos as space permits. Due to the production time required for each issue,
submissions may take up to six months to appear. Your patience is appreciated.

1957

are four scholarships from

LLC as special projects

the Edwardsville “Dirty

manager and federal

Charles A. Wentz Jr., ChE,

Dozen,” of which Wentz is

market sector leader. He

SPRENKLE NAMED
INVENTOR OF THE YEAR

MS ChE’59, awarded 31

a founding member.

will support growth plans

Vince Sprenkle, CerE’92, PhD CerE’96, was
named 2014 Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Inventor of the Year for his work in electrochemical
energy conversion and storage.
These emerging technologies help make the
electric grid more reliable by deploying efficient,
distributed energy resources, such as fuel cells and
energy storage.
The PNNL Inventor of the Year award recognizes
innovation that has resulted in the creation of
intellectual property or the potential to create
intellectual property and focuses on achievements
in the last one to two fiscal years.
Sprenkle holds 15 patents on fuel cells, batteries
and high-temperature electrochemical devices with
33 pending patent applications.

his family scholarship

Mel Millenbruck, CE,

fund. Included in that total

has joined Faith Group

scholarships to graduating
high school seniors in
Edwardsville, Ill., through

that include entering the

1970

federal market sector
and expanding regional
office capabilities.

David Maune
ME’61
David Maune, a senior project manager with Dewberry’s
geospatial group, was appointed to the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s Hydrographic Services
Review Panel. The panel gives NOAA independent advice
for improving a range of services and products that support
navigation and coastal resilience.

Gordon M. Matheson
MS GeoE’78
Gordon M. Matheson was named president of the
Geoprofessional Business Association. He is the president
and CEO of Schnabel Engineering Inc. in Glen Allen, Va.

SHARE A
CLASS NOTE

Let your classmates know what you’ve been doing.
Send us information about your professional and
personal accomplishments — career changes or
promotions, weddings, births and other news — and
we will publish it in an upcoming issue. Email your
update and a high-resolution photo (if available) to
alumni@mst.edu.
Deadline: Summer issue — March 15
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Steven Frey
MS Phys’86
Steven Frey was named vice president of technology for
Ocean Optics in Florida. He will drive the development
of technologies for next-generation applications of
miniature spectroscopy and lead the company’s team
of design and applications engineers in developing new
products to meet global environmental, healthcare and
resources challenges.
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1977

1983

L.G. Loos, CE, MS CE’82,

Robert White, AE,

was appointed to the

was promoted to

Missouri Department of

president and CEO and

Transportation Statewide

appointed to the board of

LPA Advisory Committee.

directors for Entellus
Medical Inc. in Plymouth,

1981
Paul Piazza, ME, joined
KAI Design & Build as
the director of MEP

Minn. He previously served

MINER
UNIONS

as president and chief
operating officer.

engineering. Piazza was

1984

with S.M. Wilson since

Suzanna Long, Hist, Phys,

2008, and most recently

MS EMgt’04, PhD EMgt’07,

held the position of

was named interim

director of MEP services.

chair of engineering

Meeks – Shafer

management and

1982
Darrell Case, ME,
president of AEdifica Case

systems engineering at
Missouri S&T in July.

Engineering, was named

1985

Engineer of the Year by

Tim Gramling, CE,

the American Society of

was hired as the public

Professional Engineers

works director in

St. Louis Chapter. He has

Independence, Mo. He

30 years of experience as

will oversee the city’s

an architectural engineer

fleet maintenance,

designing commercial and

street construction and

industrial buildings.

repair, snow removal,
traffic engineering
and infrastructure
management, and
(continued on page 40)

Voss – Meitz

Shawn Meeks, ME’13, and Sara
Shafer, ArchE’11, MBA’12, were
married on March 14, 2015, in Kansas City,
Mo., where the couple resides.

Williams – Butt

Charles “Chuck” Williams, Phys’06,
married Allison Butt in November 2012.
The couple lives in the Orlando, Fla., area.

Matthew Voss, CE’06, and Jennifer Meitz,
Math’05, were married on Jan. 17, 2015.
Jennifer teaches seventh grade math at
Meramec Valley Middle School. Matthew
is a civil engineer at CDG Engineering Co.

S&T GRAD IS OFF AND RUNNING
Tyronna Johnson’s passion for running has taken her across the U.S. and
around the world, from New York to Chicago and London to Tokyo. Johnson,
ChE’90, races in the Abbot World Marathon Majors series that takes place in big
cities around the world.
In her first marathon in 2001 in Chicago, she finished in 5:03. Her best was in
2015 with a 3:22.32 in the London Marathon.
Johnson has run 19 marathons so far. She’s also raced in 27 half-marathons
and more 20Ks, 10-milers, 15Ks, 10Ks and 5Ks than she can count.
“I love that running is somewhat of an ageless sport,” she says. “I continue to
improve upon my marathon times 14 years after my first marathon.”
Photo courtesy of Marathonfoto
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maintenance of city-

structures and solutions

Transportation Statewide

owned properties.

(DSS), the company’s

LPA Advisory Committee.

specialty sheet, rollstock

FORMER CHEERLEADERS
PROVE THEIR METTLE

1986
Richard N. Altice,
ChE, joined PolyOne Corp.
as senior vice president,
president of designed

and packaging solutions
business segment.
Ted Medler, CE, was
appointed to the
Missouri Department of

1991
Tim Koczur, EE, was
promoted to deputy
power manager at Grand
Coulee Dam, run by the

Shannon Lambert
CE’90, MS CE’95
Shannon Lambert was accepted as a member of the Water
Environment Federation’s 2015 Water Leadership Institute.
The institute chose 36 water professionals from across the
U.S. to join the group.

Photo courtesy of Spartan Race Inc.

Former Missouri S&T cheerleaders Chris Balven,
Bus’07, Tom Mahler, Phys’08, MS NucE’10, and
Ryan Steele, BSci’09, channel their inner Spartans
in endurance races around the country. And it all
started as a bachelor party lark.
Another former Miner cheerleader, Phil
Mulligan, MinE’08, MS ExpE’11, wanted to do
a Spartan Race for his bachelor party, so they
competed in October 2011 in Marseilles, Ill.
“We all thought it sounded like a great idea
but didn’t know what we were getting ourselves
into,” says Steele. “It was around a 4-mile course
and took us two hours. By the end of it we were
bruised and exhausted but ready to sign up for our
next race.”
Balven, Mahler and Steele do all kinds of races:
Warrior Dash, Tough Mudder, Crusher, Fugitive Run
and Battlegrounds.
“Being able to push myself and problem-solve
during a race is a great way to prepare myself for
the obstacles in everyday life,” says Steele. “Plus I
love traveling with my friends, helping and pushing
each other.”
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Becky Allmeroth
CE’91
Becky Allmeroth, who has served the Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOT) for the past 19
years, has been named state maintenance engineer. She
started her MoDOT career as a highway designer in Willow
Springs, and for the past six years, Allmeroth has served as
maintenance and traffic operations engineer for the
St. Louis region.

Thomas Holt
ME’93
Thomas Holt joined Perkins Coie as an intellectual
property practice partner in the firm’s Chicago office. He
focuses on trademark, copyright, false advertisement,
patent and trade secret law.

Martin Gugel
CE’96
Martin Gugel was promoted to the assistant director of
public works in Springfield, Mo. He previously served as
head of the city’s traffic division.
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Bureau of Reclamation’s

Kevin Schwalje, ChE,

Pacific Northwest Region.

see “Future Miners” on

The Grand Coulee Dam

page 42.

is the United States’
largest power producer
at an average 20 billion
kilowatts annually. Koczur
previously served as the
facility manager for seven
dams and six power
plants along the North
Platte River in Wyoming.

1993
Tricia Bohler, CE,
MS CE’02, was
appointed to the
Missouri Department of
Transportation Statewide
LPA Advisory Committee.

1994
Ken Owens, EE, MS EE’01,
joined Cisco Systems in
2014 as chief technical
officer for Cloud
Infrastructure Services. He
is responsible for creating
and communicating
technical and scientific
vision and strategy.

1995
Shannon Howe, CE,
was appointed to the
Missouri Department of
Transportation Statewide
LPA Advisory Committee.

1996
Laurel McKean, CE, was
promoted to assistant
district engineer for the
Missouri Department
of Transportation’s
southwest district,
which includes Jasper,

FUTURE
MINERS

1997
Shawn Kitchen, ME, see
“Future Miners” on page 42.

Be - Bo

1998
A. Allen Hersel, ChE,
was promoted to chief
academic officer at Trine
University in Angola,
Ind. He will continue to
serve as dean of Trine’s
College of Engineering
and Business, which was
established in January.
Nathan Hoven, Math,
was hired as assistant
superintendent of
human resources in the
Wentzville (Mo.) School
District for the 2015–16

Becker

Bicerli

Bicerli

Bogenpohl

school year. He most
recently has been the
principal of Timberland
High School.

1999
Danielle Kleinhans,
MS CE, PhD CE’03,
received the Young
Member Award for
Professional Achievement
from the American
Concrete Institute. She
has been a structural
and transportation
engineer at the Concrete
Reinforcing Steel Institute
since 2011.

2001
Matt Becker, EE, see
“Future Miners” at right.

Matt Becker, EE’01, and his wife,
Tiffany, had a boy, Grant Matthew, on
April 29, 2014. He joins big sisters Audrey,
8, Claire, 6, and Eva, 3.

Terry Bogenpohl, ME’10, and his
wife, Erica (Collins) Bogenpohl,
GeoE’10, MS GeoE’11, had a girl, Clara
Sue, on Feb. 21, 2015.

Bartu Bicerli, Bus’10, MBA’12, and his
wife, Katherine (Wheeler) Bicerli, Bus’10,
Econ’10, MBA’11, had a son, Noah, in
April 2013 and a daughter, Eden, in
November 2014.

Newton, McDonald and
Lawrence counties.
(continued on next page)
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FUTURE
MINERS

2004

Katherine (Wheeler)

Gary Halligan, EE,

see “Future Miners” on

MS EE’09, see “Future

page 41.

Miners” at left.

H-T
Halligan

GeoE, MS GeoE’11, see

Jennifer Meitz, Math, see

page 41.

“Miner Unions” on page 39.

Terry Bogenpohl, ME,

2006

“Future Miners” on

see “Future Miners” on
page 41.

Jason Sivils, CE, has been

Sara Shafer, ArchE,

named to serve on the

MBA’12, see “Miner

Missouri Department of

Unions” on page 39.

LPA Advisory Committee.

2012

Jordan Tucker, EMgt,

Jamal Dillahunt, ArchE,

MS EMgt’07, see “Future
Miners” at left.
Matthew Voss, CE, see
“Miner Unions” on page 39.

Schroer

Erica (Collins) Bogenpohl,

2005

Transportation Statewide

Kitchen

Bicerli, Bus, Econ, MBA’11,

CE, joined S.M. Wilson
& Co. in 2015 as a
project engineer.

Charles “Chuck”

2013

Williams, Phys, see “Miner

Shawn Meeks, ME, see

Unions” on page 39.

“Miner Unions” on

2007

page 39. 

Brian Hickman, ME,
has joined Murphy Co.
as a quality assurance
and quality control
engineer. He is a member
of the American Welding
Society and is a certified
welding inspector. He
also holds Limited
Schwalje

Tucker

Level II magnetic
particle and penetrant

Gary Halligan, EE’04, MS EE’09, and
his wife, Katie, had a girl, Lana Elise
Halligan, on Nov. 17, 2014, in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. She joins brother Jake.
Shawn Kitchen, ME’97, and his wife,
Anna, had a boy, Kash, on March 14, 2014.
He joins brothers Drue, Vance, Kole
and Kruze.

Michael Schroer, CerE’08, and
his wife, Gretchen, had a boy, John
Hadley, on March 5, 2015.
Kevin Schwalje, ChE’96, and his
wife, Abby, had a boy, Max David,
on Feb. 19, 2014. He joins sister Greta, 3.
Jordan Tucker, EMgt’06, MS EMgt’07,
and his wife, Mickey Willis, had a son,
Remington Michael, on March 4, 2015.

testing certification.

2008
Michael Schroer, CerE, see
“Future Miners” at left.

2010
Bartu Bicerli, Bus, MBA’12,
see “Future Miners” on
page 41.
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Jon Robison
CE’97, MS CE’03
Jon Robison was promoted to principal geotechnical
engineer at GeoEngineers’ Springfield, Mo., location.

David Huter
CE’99
David Huter has returned to HNTB Corp. after working
in the Texas Department of Transportation’s Project
Management Office for two years. He has more than
15 years of design and management experience on
a variety of projects in Texas, including the publicprivate partnership procurement, program and project
management, and hydrology and hydraulics.

Austin J. Thompson
EE’08
Austin J. Thompson, engineer intern, joined Hanson
Professional Service Inc.’s Peoria, Ill., office. He will
perform electrical engineering duties and design
transportation and federal projects.

Dave Lewandowski
MS CE’13
Dave Lewandowski joined Professional Service Industries
Inc. as a project engineer in the Hillside, Ill., office.

SWEET ROAD TRIP
Karl E. Burgher, Econ’84, PhD MinE’85, has a taste
for cinnamon rolls and a book that documents his
quest for the perfect pastry through south central
Missouri small towns along what he calls The
Ozarks Cinnamon Road.
Burgher is a former interim chair of economics
and a lecturer in engineering management and
systems engineering at Missouri S&T. He and his
wife, Lynn, and friend Don Walker travel to towns
such as Edgar Springs, Arcadia and St. James for
the culture and friendship found there — and the
perfect cinnamon roll.
“I’ve liked sugar and cinnamon rolls my whole
life,” Burgher says.
The book is published by Agnes Press,
and copies can be ordered through
cinnamon@sunshinevalley.org.

ASTM AWARDS
LOWRY’S LEADERSHIP
Kent Lowry, ME’92, received the 2015 American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
International President’s Leadership Award.
An orthopedic surgeon at Northland Orthopedic
Associates in Rhinelander, Wis., Lowry was honored
for many contributions, including chairing a group
that developed a new industry standard for labeling
orthopedic implants used in joint arthroplasty.
A practicing orthopedic surgeon specializing in
sports medicine, Lowry is a fellow in the American
Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons.

Nichole Geiger
ArchE’15
Nichole Geiger has joined S.M. Wilson & Co. as a
project engineer.
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MINERS REMEMBERED

Missouri S&T Magazine will announce deaths when information is submitted by an immediate family member or published in a newspaper obituary.
Notification of deaths that have occurred more than two years before the date of publication will not be published unless a special request is made by
a family member. Yearbook photos, if available, will be included for alumni when families submit obituary information. Due to the production time required for
each issue, submissions may take up to six months to appear. Your patience is appreciated.

Joseph Marvin Coon
ChE’40
Joseph Marvin Coon was a member of Army ROTC,
Tau Beta Pi and Alpha Chi Sigma. He was a long-time
supporter of the chemical engineering program.
(June 13, 2015)

1940

1951

Wilmer E. Buck,

Robert J. Ganley, CE

ME (May 21, 2015)

(March 4, 2015)

1943
Jack E. Fleischli, ME
(Sept. 29, 2014)

Edward W. Mooney
ME‘50
Edward W. Mooney was a member of Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity and worked on the Rollamo. He was president,
general manager and founder of the Edward W. Mooney
Co. Inc. (Jan. 28, 2015)

MinE (May 5, 2015)

1952
Karsten A. Bredesen, CE
(April 8, 2015)

Eugene K. Allen, EE

Paul H. Hausner, MetE

(March 9, 2015)

(April 23, 2015)

1947

Joe L. March, MetE
(March 28, 2015)

Richard Amel,

Richard D. Zang, GGph

MinE (May 11, 2015)

(April 22, 2015)

Willard E. Cox
MinE’52

John E. Schork, MetE
(April 1, 2015)

1953

Willard E. Cox was a member of the Independents
(GDI) and Army ROTC. He was a professor of geology
at Montana Tech of the University of Montana in Butte,
Mont., until retirement in 1999. (April 3, 2015)

Howard M. Stangland,

Raymond Reschetz,

MetE (April 12, 2015)

MinE (May 1, 2015)

1948

1955

Jerome D. Novotny, MinE

Frank R. Gollhofer, CE

(March 2, 2015)

(April 21, 2014)

Eddie Gene “Ed” McPherson
NDD’58
Eddie Gene “Ed” McPherson was the starting
quarterback for the Miner football team and was a
member of the Jackling Jocks. He worked for the Illinois
Department of Transportation and was a co-founder of
MAK Energy. (April 5, 2015)

Won C. Park
MS GGph’62
Won C. Park was an assistant professor of geology
at Boston University and later worked for Occidental
Petroleum. He wrote numerous articles that appeared
in trade publications like the Journal of Sedimentary
Petrology. He never forgot his days in Rolla and talked
about them fondly. (Oct. 12, 2014)
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1944

Howard V. Kildahl,

1949

Charlie F. Vaughn,
ME (May 20, 2015)

Robert L. Cole, ME

Laszlo F. Zala, EE

(March 30, 2015)

(Oct. 6, 2014)

Nick Holloway, ChE
(March 7, 2015)

1950

1957
Homer L. Cox, ME
(Dec. 12, 2014)

Robert V. Flippo, ME

Robert E. Mason,

(June 30, 2015)

EE (May 25, 2015)

Stanley R. Scales,

Ronald J. Roberts,

MetE (May 2, 2015)

CE (May 8, 2015)

Edwin R. Szumachowski,
MetE (May 24, 2015)
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1958

1961

1963

Gerald W. Allmon, CerE

Edward L. Ellicott, CE

William S. Bryant,

(Feb. 17, 2014)

(Feb. 1, 2013)

CE (May 23, 2015)

Warren R. Lovelace, ME

Raymond H. Fiehler, ME

Ronald H. Tower, ME

(Feb. 22, 2015)

(Feb. 14, 2015)

(Feb. 25, 2015)

Joseph Miloro, CE

Edward F. Merkel, CE

Richard C. Zink, ME

(April 9, 2015)

(March 17, 2015)

(April 27, 2015)

James W. Sapp, ChE

Jon D. Steinbach,

(June 5, 2015)

ChE (May 27, 2015)

1964

Duane L. Slates,

Jack H. Green, EE

ME (May 24, 2015)

(April 3, 2015)

1959
Ralph C. Kennedy,

James M. McHugh, Math

CE (May 3, 2015)

1962

Floyd C. Long, EE

Valentine E. Carrasco, CE

(June 12, 2015)

(March 13, 2015)

1965

Jerry A. Staley, EE

B. Dennis Hammen, ME

(April 3, 2015)

(March 7, 2015)

Robert R. Belew, ME

F. Michael Persson, EE

Donald O. Thomas, ME

(Jan. 1, 2015)

(April 20, 2015)

(April 3, 2013)

Doyle F. Owens,

David L. Redington,

CE (May 3, 2015)

ME (May 18, 2015)

1960

(April 26, 2015)

1966
William R. Ray, EE
(March 20, 2015)

ARTHUR G. BAEBLER
Arthur G. Baebler, ME’55, president of the Miner
Alumni Association from 1986 to 1988, died
March 9, 2015. He was a member of the Academy
of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering and
the Alumni Alliance. A proud Miner, he served as
chair of the alumni Marketing and Communications
Committee for a number of years. In that capacity,
he was one of Missouri S&T Magazine’s greatest
champions. Mr. Baebler was an Honorary Knight
of St. Patrick in 1987 and received the Presidential
Citation for Alumni Service in 1985. As a student,
he was a Student Council officer, an Army ROTC
cadet and a member of Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi,
Independents (GDI) and Blue Key. He retired from
Printing Industries Inc. as executive vice president
in 1994.

(continued on next page)

ONLINE PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

STAY COMPETITIVE
IN YOUR CAREER.
24/7 ACCESS

DR. LYLE E. PURSELL
Dr. Lyle E. Pursell, a professor emeritus of
mathematics and statistics, died June 6, 2015. He
joined the mathematics and statistics department
as an associate professor on Sept. 1, 1967. He was
promoted to professor the following year and
retired from the university on Sept. 1, 1988.

onlinetraining.mst.edu
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Margaret L. Underwood,

Jerry D. Poppleston, CE

Math (June 19, 2015)

(March 13, 2015)

1967
James R. Ragland, PetE

MIEKO ERIKAWA TYLER
Mieko Erikawa Tyler, the wife of Missouri S&T
research engineer and long-time Solar Car
Team advisor John Tyler, died July 13, 2015. Ms.
Tyler owned and operated the East Meets West
restaurant in Rolla from 1982 to 1993 and was
known for her passion for cooking and keeping the
Solar Car Team and other design team members
well fed.

William E. Welsch, MetE
(July 21, 2013)

1972
Harmon C. Brown, Math
(April 8, 2015)
William G. Peterkort, EE

(Jan. 25, 2015)

1971

(April 20, 2015)

Stanley R. Ricks, ME

Larry R. Burke, CE

(Dec. 18, 2014)

(July 20, 2013)

1973

Ralph L. Schulz, Math

William D. Glasgow, ChE

(Feb. 21, 2015)

(Aug. 17, 2014)

1970

Irving D. Siegel, EE
(Dec. 15, 2014)

Don M. Alday, EMgt
(March 23, 2015)
Ralph G. Corley, EMgt
(Dec. 28, 2013)
Steven J. Hedden, EE

Richard L. Houchin, CE

(July 12, 2014)

(April 28, 2015)

Ronald Louis Habegger
CE’70, MS CE’73
Ronald Louis Habegger was a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the
Wesley House and Independents (GDI). An engineer
for Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, he
was an avid traveler who visited all 50 states and all the
Canadian provinces. (June 2, 2014)

Michael L. Pulliam
ChE’75

DR. ELSON FLOYD
Dr. Elson Floyd, 59, former president of the
University of Missouri System, died June 20, 2015.
The 21st UM System president, Dr. Floyd held
the office from 2003 to 2007. He was named
president of Washington State University in 2007,
and held that position until his death in 2015.
During his tenure, WSU completed 30 major
construction projects and a $1 billion capital
campaign. The university also recorded its largest
enrollment in 125 years, doubling the number of
minority students. Dr. Floyd earned a bachelor
of arts degree in political science and speech
in 1978, a master of education degree in adult
education in 1982, and a Ph.D. in higher and
adult education in 1984, all from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he began his
professional career.
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Michael L. Pulliam was a member of the Baptist
Student Union and Campus Club. He was a former plant
manager for Kraft Foods Inc., a chemical engineer for
A.E. Stanley Manufacturing and a general manager for
Archer Daniels Midland. (June 20, 2015)

Allan C. Brittle Jr.
ME’79
Allan C. Brittle Jr. was a member of the Miner band,
Christian Campus Fellowship, Newman Center, Campus
Club, and choir and orchestra. He worked for Honeywell
and Check Technology as an engineer. (May 18, 2013)

Aaron Scott Hill
ME’99
Aaron Scott Hill practiced family law and estate
planning and was a former attorney for the state of
Arizona. He earned two degrees in psychology from
College of the Ozarks and a juris doctorate from the
University of Arkansas-Fayetteville. (April 25, 2015)
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1978

1991

Susan L. Callahan, Math

Kevin David Spengler, ME

1974

(April 20, 2015)

(April 29, 2015)

Martin E. White, EE

1979

1997

Craig E. Lunte, Chem

Paul Francis Pritchard, CE

1975

(April 13, 2015)

(Dec. 11, 2014)

John H. Branstetter, CE

1981

2002

Richard M. Valenti, PetE

Jason James Burnes, Phys

(June 3, 2015)

(July 3, 2014)

1982

2007

Carey F. Maples, ME

Patricia L. Leonard, Psyc

1976

(March 18, 2015)

(June 3, 2015)

James V. Leonard,

1983

2011

Brian D. Blankenship,

Philip G. Mentink, Bus

GeoE (Oct. 7, 2014)

(June 12, 2015) 

Bradley E. Modde, EMgt
(June 17, 2014)

(April 17, 2015)

(March 31, 2015)
Chia-Soui J. Lu, CE
(Jan. 1, 2015)
Kerry L. Welker, EMgt
(Jan. 24, 2015)

EE (May 11, 2015)

CHRIS NORGREN
Chris Norgren, AE’07, Math’07, a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, the Advanced
Aero Vehicle team and the Miner football team,
died May 12, 2015. A Marine captain, Norgren was
piloting a UH-1 Huey helicopter delivering food
and shelter to a remote region of earthquakestricken Nepal when his helicopter went down.
The wreckage was found in the Gorthali area, at an
altitude of 11,200 feet. Five other U.S. Marines and
two Nepali military service members were aboard.

FRIENDS
Robert D. Allison (March 11, 2015)

Mildred Mounce (June 16, 2015)

Leroy “Ted” Beddoe, a former auto
mechanic at Missouri S&T (May 1, 2015)

Ruth Muskopf, wife of the late Oscar
M. Muskopf, ChE’42 (Feb. 22, 2015)

Juanita H. Blankenship, wife of the late Gilbert
H. Blankenship, MinE’42 (Sept. 14, 2014)

Thomas A. Nunn (March 9, 2015)

Delmar Blom (April 27, 2013)

Robert D. Powell (March 24, 2015)

Janet E. Brand, wife of the late Glenn E.
Brand, ChE’39, MS ChE’48, and mother of
John Brand, EE’68, Glenn W. Brand,
EMgt’83, and Joel Brand, ChE’86,
MS Math’94, PhD Phys’94 (June 1, 2015)

Lynda L. Richards (March 28, 2015)

Retha Castleman (April 12, 2015)
Gertrude Deforest, wife of the late Walter
R. Deforest, CE’42 (Feb. 2, 2014)
Mary Elliott, wife of the late James
O. Elliott, CE’50 (June 4, 2015)
Amy Hammer (June 10, 2015)
Harry W. Hayes (June 23, 2015)
Roberta Higgins (Feb. 21, 2015)
Carolyn Sue Hoffmeister, former
secretary in physical facilities at
Missouri S&T (June 20, 2015)
Max Hoffman (April 23, 2015)
Mary Howe, wife of the late Bernard
F. Howe, GGph’53 (Feb. 28, 2013)

Susan Marie Parry (April 29, 2015)

Thomas W. Rosenburg (May 3, 2015)
Garry Michael Scantlin, a member of the
physical facilities staff at Missouri S&T
from 1999 until 2011 (June 6, 2015)
Ruth E. Schowalter, wife of the late Ralph E.
Schowalter, ME’49, MS ME’51 (June 15, 2015)
Bill Wright (Jan. 18, 2015)
Brian W. Smith, a mechanical trades
specialist-refrigeration in student affairs
auxiliary services (July 29, 2015)
Jack Edward Smart (March 18, 2015)
Floyd A. Walker (June 3, 2013)
Dell H. Venarde, wife of the late Jack
H. Venarde, ChE’51 (Dec. 26, 2012)
Bill Wright (Jan. 18, 2015)

BETTY EYBERG
Betty Eyberg, long-time volunteer in the Miner
Alumni Association, died March 2, 2015. Mrs.
Eyberg began working in the alumni office after her
husband, Walbridge Powell Eyberg, ChE’50, died
in 1986. She was known for the hats she wore — “I
wear one every day so my brain doesn’t freeze in
the winter or melt in summer,” she said in 2009.
Her roots at Missouri S&T run deep. Her father,
James J. Bowles, Chem 1910, and uncle, John
H. Bowles, MinE 1908, helped bring the St. Pat’s
tradition to Rolla. Other alumni relatives include
her husband’s grandfather, Walbridge H. Powell,
MinE 1901; his mother, Mary P. Eyberg, Chem’32;
her son, Carl Eyberg, Psyc’74; and her grandson,
James Eyberg, GGph’95.

Mary E. McDonald, wife of the late John
E. McDonald, EE’49 (Dec. 31, 2013)
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DAN AMSDEN AND KEVIN FRITZMEYER:

WORKPLACE WISDOM AND
PROFESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Dan Amsden (left) and Kevin Fritzmeyer are mentoring S&T students through the Academy of Engineering Management.

D

an Amsden, MS EMgt’75, and
Kevin Fritzmeyer, EMgt’85,
believe every student needs a
sounding board — someone
who is there to bounce around the big
questions about life beyond college. For
the past six years, they’ve given S&T
students that perspective through a
mentoring program sponsored by the
Academy of Engineering Management.
“We do something different from
academic advisors and professors,” says
Fritzmeyer. “Most of our interaction
with students is about career and
workplace issues.”
Amsden has mentored seven students,
including three he currently advises. His
own early career experiences heightened
his awareness of the need for mentors.
“I earned my undergraduate degree in
electrical engineering from the University
of Missouri-Columbia,” says Amsden.
“When I went to work, I had no idea
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what I was getting into. Most engineering
students don’t realize that a very small
percentage of their time at work will
be spent on technical issues. Most of
their time will be spent on business and
communication issues.”
The mentoring program grew out
of a 2009 brainstorming session on
how academy members could make
a difference. Currently 17 academy
members are mentoring 28 students.
“We assumed most students seeking
mentors would be juniors and seniors,
but we have a number of freshmen and
sophomores,” says Amsden, who retired
last year as president of Automation
Alliance Group and remains in contact
with students he mentored. “Our goal is
to be responsive to the needs of students
rather than guide them in any specific
direction. Sometimes they ask for help
with resumés, and other times it’s just a

candid conversation about what the work
world is like.”
Fritzmeyer says mentoring can help
students bridge two worlds. “I grew
up in a small town where my biggest
relationships were with my math and
science teachers,” says the former
executive with St. Louis-based private
equity group Cameron Holdings, who
now is co-owner and CEO of a packaging
inspection company headquartered
in Dallas. “I was a rural kid who came
to college with no idea about the
business world.”
His son, Jeff Fritzmeyer, EMgt’14,
ME’14, who now works for AnheuserBusch InBev, benefited from a double
dose of mentoring. His academy mentor
was Boeing executive and S&T adjunct
professor John Bade, EMgt’85, MS EMgt’87,
PhD EMgt’98. But, as his father admits, “He
also got plenty of mentoring from me.” 
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THE VIEW FROM TJ
The setting sun highlights the autumn foliage
and landmark buildings in the Rolla skyline
from the Missouri S&T campus. This photo was
taken from the roof of the Thomas Jefferson
Residence Hall.
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Miner Alumni Association
1100 N. Pine St.
Rolla, MO 65409-0650
CHANGE SERVICE REɊUESTED
Parents: If this issue of Missouri S&T Magazine is
addressed to your son or daughter who has established
a separate permanent address, please notify us of the
new address: 800-JO-MINER or alumni@mst.edu.
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MINER EMAIL
FOR LIFE ...
Help friends, family
and colleagues stay in
touch with you — even
when you change jobs
or email providers.
All alumni can show their Miner pride
with their own mst.edu permanent
email address.
Powered by Google, the Email for Life
service is already available for alumni who
graduated in December 2010 and later.
All other graduates can sign up for the
service beginning Jan. 1, 2016, at
rol.la/emailforalumni.
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